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Our extensive range, the quality of our products and the services
we offer have made us the “No.1” in this sector. With thread
rolling, in particular, you should not make do with the second
best solution. In this respect, it is LMT Fette’s thread rolling
systems time and again that ensure individual and optimum
problem solving for our customers．
Not only do we offer the widest range of rolls in the market, we
also support you with our extensive expertise. We appreciate that
every application has different conditions and will therefore receive
individual support from our expert advisors. If your manufacturing
process involves exotic materials, if special profile shapes are
required or, the shape of the rollers needs to be especially adapted
to the flow characteristics of the material-LMT Fette will always
offer you a reliable and economical solution．

All common thread types
Thread diameters from 1.4 to 230 mm/0.55″ to 9.055″
Many custom and special profiles
Burnishing, flanging, pressing
Virtually any type of workpiece
Virtually any material
Virtually any type of machine
Serration/knurling

Rolling head hotline: 86(0)21-6295 9800
Service mail: info.cn@lmt-tools.com
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Our qualified applications engineers visit our customers all
over the world for consultations on how to get the most out of
LMT Fette threading tools. LMT Fette also creates manufacturing
proposals for customer specifications．

In the Technology Center of the LMT Academy we demonstrate the
latest developments in threading tool technology. We offer technical
seminars on the theory and practice of threading, if required, these
can also be held at customers’ premises. In our Test Center, we test
the machining of customers’ workpieces to help optimize their
production processes.

The LMT Fette product portfolio is complemented by a wide range
of services. LMT Fette services include an automated reorder service and keeping stocks of special tools. Used tools are refurbished
by LMT Fette’s regrinding and recoating service. For rolling heads,
we also offer a qualified service in addition to repairs and maintenance -- all from one source.
The latest rolling systems of the ‘‘New Generation” are ideally
suited to the use on CNC machine tools. Their compact sizes
enable easy, quick and secure handling. Automatic closing devices
that are controlled by the machine tool save time and money
tool save costs and time.
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Virtually any standard thread or special thread can be rolledfrom cylindrical and taper V-threads to trapezoidal, round and

It is not important whether the work piece is to be machined when

semi-round threads, cylindrical wood threads and even buttress

stationary or rotating. Endless threads or short threads can be

threads.

rolled either in front of or behind. Almost any material that has
a minimum extension of about 5%can be rolled.

Additional options：
Thin-walled hollow object(pipes)can be rolled if an internal
mandrel is used．
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